Abstract

Long ($\sigma_z \sim 500 \mu m$) SLAC electron and positron bunches sent into dense plasmas ($n_e = 0.6 - 2.3 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$) are subject to a transverse two-stream instability called the self-modulation instability or SMI. We use numerical simulations to show that when the SMI saturates, the wakefield excitation reaches the nonlinear regime of the plasma wakefield accelerator (PWFA). We show that defocused particles lead to changes in the transverse bunch size downstream from the plasma. Measurement of that size change is an indirect observation of the SMI occurrence. We also show that the initial plasma ramp expected in the experiment does not significantly change the SMI growth or the peak wakefield amplitude.

INTRODUCTION

The self-modulation of long (when compared to the relativistic plasma wave period) particle bunches in dense plasmas [1] has attracted much attention recently. This interest comes two reasons. First this is a new beam/plasma interaction regime with interesting physics to study. Second, this scheme has the potential to resonantly drive plasma waves to large amplitudes. The initial wakefield amplitude of plasma wave number and $\omega_{pe}$ the electron plasma wave number and $\omega_{pe} = (n_e e^2 / \epsilon_0 m_e)^{1/2}$ the electron plasma angular frequency. Early experiments were performed with long bunches $\sigma_z \approx 500 \mu m$ and low plasma densities $n_e = 0.6 - 3 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ [6]. It is clear that the long bunches are long when compared to the plasma period in the high density plasma: $\lambda_{pe} = 2 \pi c / \omega_{pe} = 11.1 \mu m$ for $n_e = 2.3 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ (see Table 1). A collimation technique [7] will be used to produce a two-bunch train for PWFA experiments [8]. This technique can be used to shape bunches to seed the SMI. Energy and transverse size bunch diagnostics have been developed for these experiments. In addition, a pre-ionized, high-density plasma source will also be available. All these experimental conditions make it very attractive to test the SMI of electron bunches at SLAC-FACET [9].

SMI WITH SLAC BUNCHES

Plasma wakefield experiments with single, ultra-relativistic electron and positron bunches have been performed at SLAC [4]. These experiments were performed at plasma densities such that the rms bunch length $\sigma_z$ is approximately matched to the relativistic plasma wave period, i.e., $k_{pe} \sigma_z \approx \sqrt{2}$, where $k_{pe} = \omega_{pe} / c$ is the electron plasma wave number and $\omega_{pe} = (n_e e^2 / \epsilon_0 m_e)^{1/2}$ the electron plasma angular frequency. Early experiments were performed with long bunches $\sigma_z \approx 500 \mu m$ and low plasma densities $n_e = 0.6 - 3 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ [6]. It is clear that the long bunches are long when compared to the plasma period in the high density plasma: $\lambda_{pe} = 2 \pi c / \omega_{pe} = 11.1 \mu m$ for $n_e = 2.3 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ (see Table 1). A collimation technique [7] will be used to produce a two-bunch train for PWFA experiments [8]. This technique can be used to shape bunches to seed the SMI. Energy and transverse size bunch diagnostics have been developed for these experiments. In addition, a pre-ionized, high-density plasma source will also be available. All these experimental conditions make it very attractive to test the SMI of electron bunches at SLAC-FACET [9].

SIMULATION RESULTS

We study the long bunch/dense plasma interaction [10] using the particle in cell (PIC) code OSIRIS [11]. The code...
has been successfully benchmarked against other codes and against experimental results [12, 13, 14]. However, accurately simulating the propagation of a bunch many plasma wavelengths long in an instability regime and over long plasma distances remains computationally challenging and costly. Simulations results presented here therefore assume 2D cylindrically symmetry. The parameters considered here for the SLAC bunch and plasma are listed in Table 1. We consider the case of a bunch with a sharp (compared to a plasma period) rise time. This fast rise time seeds the SMI [3], and simulations indicate that this seeding mitigates the growth of the competing transverse hose instability, at least over a meter-scale plasma length. The position of the sharp rise time along the bunch can be varied. When near the peak of the bunch, maximum initial wakefields can be driven (~ 4%$E_{WB}$, where $E_{WB} \equiv \frac{m_{e}c}{e}$, the cold plasma wavebreaking field) but less charge remains to drive them than when the rise time is placed earlier in the bunch. An optimum may exist that drive the largest wakefields while at the same time suppressing the hose instability. This can be easily studied experimentally.

Table 1: Beam and plasma parameters. Same value in both cases indicated by *.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value 1</th>
<th>Value 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n_{e}$ [cm$^{-3}$]</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{17}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c/\omega_{pe}$ [μm]</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{r}$ [μm]</td>
<td>10, 0.5</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{z}$ [μm]</td>
<td>500, 23</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{0}$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{part}}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{b}$ [cm$^{-3}$]</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{b}/n_{0}$</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{N}$ [mm $\cdot$ mrad$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{Plasma}}$ [m], $c/\omega_{pe}$</td>
<td>$1.46 \times 10^{4}$</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^{4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulation results show very interesting features for the case of the SLAC electron and positron bunches [10]:

- The instability grows and saturates only over approximately 5 cm (see Fig. 1).
- The wakefield amplitude reaches near wave breaking amplitudes ($E_{z} \sim E_{WB}$).
- The positron bunch is strongly defocused in the nonlinear regime and few particles remain after 1 m of plasma.
- Multi-GeV energy loss and gain by the drive particles can be reached over 1 m of plasma.
- The occurrence of SMI translates into increase of the beam transverse size downstream from the plasma.

Figure 2 shows the electron bunch and plasma density after 1 m of propagation in the $6 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ plasma. The individual bunches are clearly visible, and they each reside in a bubble empty of plasma electrons, a situation typical of the non-linear regime of the PWFA. The number of self-modulated bunches is $N \sim 15$, and the plasma density variation requirements to resonantly excite wakefields along the plasma are relatively easy to satisfy: $\delta n/n_{e} \sim 1/N$. The electrons that are missing have been defocused and have essentially left the simulation box, as shown on Fig. 3. This figure shows the bunch radial density at each position along the plasma. A significant number of electrons leave the bunch near the instability saturation point ($z \approx 5$ cm), with a maximum angle of the order of 3 mrad. Bunch electrons are continuously lost, although at a smaller rate once the instability has saturated and the PWFA has reached the non-linear regime (in this case, see Fig. 2). The relative number of lost electrons is about 23%.

Most simulations are performed with the case of a constant plasma density profile. However, with the metal vapor plasma source that is planned for the experiments with the SLAC beam, the plasma density longitudinal profile is that of the metal vapor. This profile has been measured experimentally [4], and has a Gaussian-like initial ramp of length about 10 cm. This realistic profile has been included in the simulations and its effect on the accelerating field amplitude can be seen in Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows that the effect is negligible, with the possible benefit of a slightly larger peak field after the SMI saturation. Note that at the lowest of the two densities considered here, the peak accelerating wakefield amplitude ($E_{accel} \sim 6$ GV/m) is significantly lower.
than at the higher density \((E_{\text{accel}} > 30 \text{GV/m, [10]})\). This is due to the lower plasma density \((E_{WB} \sim n_e^{-1/2})\), and to the fact that the bunch and plasma are shorter in term of plasma periods. The presence of the ramp also has a negligible effect on the energy spectrum of the bunch electrons at the plasma exit.

Figure 4 shows the bunch time integrated transverse size, a distance 1 m downstream from the plasma exit, as could be observed, for example with optical transition radiation (OTR) with and without plasma. Without plasma, the beam simply diverges because of its emittance over a vacuum propagation distance of 2 m. The bunch transverse profile remains Gaussian. With the plasma, the occurrence of the SMI leads to defocusing of some of the bunch electrons. In addition, the ones in the focusing phase of the wakefields see their emittance grow due to the radially nonlinear focusing fields existing while the SMI develops. The bunch profiles appears to be much broader, with long wings. Measuring this profile change would therefore be an indirect evidence of the occurrence of the SMI.

Figure 4: Electron bunch transverse density 1 m downstream from the plasma exit without plasma (top image, 2 m of vacuum propagation) with the 1 m-long, \(6 \times 10^{16} \text{cm}^{-3}\) density plasma (bottom image, 1 m of vacuum propagation after the plasma). The effect of SMI on the transverse beam size is clearly visible.

Figure 3: Electron bunch density along the 1 m plasma. Defocused electrons leaving the wakefields are visible thanks to the saturated color table.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated through numerical simulations that the nonlinear regime of the PWFA is reached when the SMI of long SLAC electron bunches occurs. We have also shown that beam transverse size measurements downstream from the plasma show the occurrence of the SMI. We expect to perform SMI experiments with the long SLAC bunches in 2013. These experiments will show for the first time that large amplitude plasma wakefields can be resonantly driven and sustained over long plasma distances leading to large energy gain and loss even by the drive bunch electrons. Further simulation results can be found in Ref. [10].
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